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In DisTANZ- 
the space in which interaction took place
Vienna 2020
Video projection 4’24’’
German Audio and Stereo

Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky (MSL) spoke about the human aesthetic  
percepitvity towards its environment, especially towards architecture 
already at the beginning of the 21st century.

The Video In DisTANZ - the space in which interaction took place
 is an artistic Stimmungsbild in Form of a radio drama videos which took 
place under varied conditions, proximity and distance
measures throughout the year 2020.
Leonie Spitzer examines the impact of space on its accustic and visual, its 
atmospheric quality. She shows that the perception of space is part of the 
creative process.

In analogue and digitalen workshops hosted by the MSL Raum in  
Vienna, participants from all kinds of backgrounds, ages and  
perspectives reflected and formulated their experiences on the percep-
tion and impact of space while intensively experiencing the private space 
during the Lockdown questioning their awareness towards residing.

In DisTANZ - the space in which interaction took place was developed 
within a series of workshos named FORWARD-LOOKING  
ARCHITECTUR planing and building - it concerns us women and  
everybody else! paralell to the exhibition worthy of protection and for-
ward-looking, Margarete Schütte-Lihotzkys landmarked buildings executed 
with subsidies by the MA 57 Wien Kultur and MA 7 Frauenservice.

watch on vimeo:

In  In DisTANZ - the space in which interaction took place
https://vimeo.com/489062172



RECORDS ON UNCHARTED TERRAIN- 
an artistic dialogue
Vienna & Syria 2019
Video projection 5’10’’
German Audio and Stereo

Farouk Muhammad’s painting of the landscape of his memories of 
Syria (the country he escaped from in 2015)provides the backdrop 
(visual- and content-wise) to Leonie Spitzer’s reactive intervention, 
a projection of plan-like-drawings over the painting. 

The process of (specific) plan forming becomes visible on the (ab-
stract) canvas. Together with the spoken words, questions of pro-
jectability and of recommencements emerge. From what does life 
form? How do we orient ourselves when underlying structures are 
unknown?

Our decision-making processes rest on a construction, itself nour-
ished by different elements of learnt skills. But the necessity to es-
cape, or the will to wanderlust, distance us from this familiar envi-
ronment. It is often at these moments that we become aware of our 
mental habits, precisely as they no longer serve our purposes. 

Then, strategies have to be found in order to create new mental 
spaces. How do we fill the gaps left open by old experiences and skills 
that we had come to rely on but are no longer useful to us? The need 
to restructure our inner worlds and to find new strategies makes us 
realise the mental world we live in is our own construction.

watch on vimeo:

RECORDS ON UNCHARTED TERRAIN 
-  an artistic dialogue

https://vimeo.com/393048296



DID YOU EVER THINK OF WHICH LANGUAGE 
TO USE IF YOU MET DANTE IN HELL?
Venice 2008, reedited in 2014

Video 

Interculturalism implies more than mere passive acceptance of 
the multicultural fact, i.e. multiple cultures effectively coexisting 
in space and time. It promotes dialogue and instigates interaction 
between different cultures.

The video attempts to address the subject of interculturalism. It 
shows two colours merging, while, simultaneously, Italian and 
German words are visualised and acoustically merged. The result 
of this operation is an iconic combination of cultures. By merg-
ing phonology (the sound of words) and morphology (the shape 
of words) new linguistic units appear. Each is a new entity, a knot 
with a new identity.

watch on vimeo:

INTERCULTURALISM 1 - soundversion
https://vimeo.com/393046003

INTERCULTURALISM 2 - karaokeversion
https://vimeo.com/393046860
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THE STATE OF PROCESS- A POLYLOG & BOOK 
ABOUT EUROPE 
Europe 2016-2019 
drawings, writings, CD, photographs

“What does normal mean?” might sound like a trivial question, yet 
turns out to be a complex matter. Only when a shift has already oc-
curred do we notice what normal is, or had been until then — what 
was normal before is no longer. But as change occurs, there is a 
brief moment of consciousness before the “new” becomes the “nor-
mal”. So what is normal exactly, and what does it depend on? What 
will be normal next, and when will it start being normal?

In 2016 the UK voted for Brexit and it was suddenly clear that what 
was normal by then wouldn’t be so for much longer.

I designed a book which is intended to capture changes in Europe. 
I sent the book by mail to ten designated recipients throughout Eu-
rope. In order to create a Polylog they where invited to create some 
pages in an analogue media of their choice, expressing what was 
normal about the place they live in and how it affects their lives at 
the specific moment when they received the book in their postbox.

The book has returned in 2019 to the artist and is an artefact cre-
ated by chance, responsibility, human labor and time. It stands as 
proof of European analogue culture and is an omnium-gatherum of 
ephemeral moments of recent European history in the making.



SPOMENIK-SPATIAL IDENTITIES
Ex Jugoslavia, 2016
pencil drawings on black paper 

From 1960 to 1980, Tito commissioned more than 100 monuments 
commemorating the victims of fascism. Remarkably, these monu-
ments did not recall the Second World War, but looked towards a 
future of freedom, equality, independence, progress and a better life 
for everyone — a future that could only exist thanks to those who 
gave their life for it. A new form of language had to be invented 
in order to create a new identity. Consequently, these monuments 
do not represent the likeness of symbols, ideologies, war heroes or 
religions. Instead, they are abstract forms that refer to (or invoke) 
the modern future. In a country with many different cultures, 
ethnicities, identities and truths, these monuments belonged to 
every Yugoslavian, regardless of their location. They parted with a 
History in which there was always tension and where borders were 
constantly shifting.



EXPERIMENTAL LIVING

California, 2017
watercolour paintings, sound recordings, photographs

An inquiry into the relation between space and its impact on human 
well-being, culture and behaviour, developed over seven weeks in the 
west part of America.

A spacial and physical investigation on living in a vast space (the Cali-
fornian desert) while inhabiting the minimum shelter space required 
by the human body (Andrea Zittell’s Wagon Station Encampments; a 
small tent; a car).

A body of work was generated from spacial and physical experiences 
considering culture and an infinite space unfamiliar to an  European 
body. 

What is a European body? Can it be defined by contrast with the infinite 
space of the great American outdoors? 



ICE AGE AT SCHWEDENPLATZ - 
accoustic storytelling

Light- and Soundinstallation in public space, 2011

As soon it gets cold in Vienna, the ice cream parlour on Schweden-
platz closes it´s rolling shutters, wraps its neon writings and becomes 
almost invisible to the city. A farewell letter announces the renuinion 
in the following year. 
Because - like migrant birds- the Molin-Pradel family, who since five 
generations runs the ice cream shop in Vienna moves back to the val-
ley of their origins at the southbound of the Dolomites.

The fragmentary cityscape which signalize their absence and inspired 
my art intervention in public space.
As soon as pedestrians approach the closed rolling shutters a sound- 
and light installation accompany their movement visually and hearble. 
A soundscape resound, narrating the character and history of this 
square.
The installation questions the interrelation of physical space and the 
history-charged character of the Schwedenplatzes.



EPHEMERAL NOISE 

sound installation groupexhibition Ephemeral
Magazini Ligabue, Venice 2006

ephemera
=

things that exist or are used or enjoyed for only a short time
=

collectable items that were originally expected to have only short-term 
usefulness 

Our existence is temporary, our bodies are ephemeral. How to dem-
onstrate physical time beeing? or mortality?  
Art is an atempt to create immortality.  
I´ve captured physical ephimere sounds into jars in order to conserve 
their existence in a livespan:
orgasm, hiccup, urinating, laughing, starving noise, farting, giving 
birth, spit, full nose, pain, breathing, heart beating, snoring, ecc.  
As soon as the sounds start they are over already.



MATIÈRE ET MÈMOIRE - Hands in a Box , 

2005, installation 

Deleuze:
(...) will man diese Tendenz bis ans Ende verfolgen, so müsste man zur 
Schlussfolgerung gelangen, dass das aktuelle Bild ein virtuelles besitzt, 
das ihm wie ein Double oder ein Reflex entspricht.  
In der Terminologie Bergsons: das reale Objekt reflektiert sich im 
Spiegelbild wie im virtuellen Objekt, das seinerseits und gleichzeitig 
das Reale umgibt oder reflektiert: zwischen beiden gibt es eine „Koa-
leszenz“.
(Matière et Mémoire)

Es entseht dabei ein zweiseitiges Bild: ein aktuelles und ein virtuelles. 
Es ist, als ob ein Spiegelbild ein Foto oder eine Postkarte ein eigenle-
ben gewönne, unabhängig würde und ins Aktuelle überginge, dann 
aber, sobald das aktuelle Bild im Spiegel wiederkehrte, wieder einen 
Platz auf der Postkarte oder dem Foto annähme, also eine doppelte 
Bewegung von Befreiung und Verhaftung folgte


